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An intense laser pulse is used to control the spectral phase of a weak probe pulse as they overlap in fused silica. The
laser-induced linear chirp is controlled by the delay time between pulses. Dependence from intensity and spectral
phase of the pump pulse is also studied. Experimental data is validated by numerical simulation based on optical
Kerr effect. Results show that laser-induced pulse shaping is possible and may be useful for intracavity pulse
compression and shaping in enhancement cavities. © 2014 Optical Society of America
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Femtosecond lasers continue to permeate scientific re-
search and applications because of their ability to deliver
high peak powers and, hence, facilitate nonlinear optical
processes. The pulse duration and peak intensity of fem-
tosecond lasers is closely dependent on their spectral
phase. To compensate for linear chirp, prism/grating
compressors [1,2], or chirped mirrors [3], have been
used. Correction of high-order dispersion has been
preferentially carried out using pulse shaper-based mea-
surement and correction, reaching sub-two cycle pulse
durations [4–6]. Recent work from our group found that,
in addition to the group delay dispersion (GDD) experi-
enced by femtosecond lasers, intense femtosecond lasers
(>1011 W∕cm2) undergo a nonlinear laser-induced GDD,
which can be normal or anomalous depending on the
chirp of the input pulse, and was found to be several
times larger than the static dispersion [7].
Here, we explore the ability of an intense pulse to con-

trol the dispersion experienced by a probe pulse taking
advantage of the optical Kerr effect (OKE) and, in par-
ticular, what is known as cross-phase modulation [8].
Of particular interest is the spectral phase imprinted
on the output pulses. One can envision a setup, such
as that used in an enhancement cavity to create high har-
monic generation [9], where part of the input laser could
be used to control the intracavity dispersion and optimize
the conversion efficiency. This approach is related to the
proposal and eventual demonstration of phase modula-
tion through the use of a pump pulse, used to align mol-
ecules in the gas phase and thereby causing a change in
the refractive index, which in turn modulates the phase
of a time-delayed probe pulse [10,11].
Measurements of laser-induced GDD presented here

are confirmed by two different experimental approaches
and simulated through use of the OKE theory. To register
single-shot time-resolved GDD measurements, we used
real-time multiphoton intrapulse interference phase
scan (RT-MIIPS) [12], which is based on the predictable
changes in the second-harmonic spectrum of femtosec-
ond lasers as a function of spectral phase [6]. The results
obtained are validated by the Fourier-transform spectral
interferometry (FTSI) method [13,14]. From the FTSI
data we extracted GDD values. Our measurements
differ from traditional OKE measurements, where the
OKE phase shift [15,16], or nonlinear absorption and

refraction are obtained [17]. The spectral phase shift
induced through the OKE is relatively small (less than
1 rad); however, the GDD (second derivative of the phase
with respect to frequency) is large enough to be useful
for pulse compression.

To illustrate this principle, we start with an intensity-
dependent correction to the refractive index of the media
in time domain:

n�t� � n0 � n2I�t�; (1)

where n0 is the weak-field refractive index at carrier fre-
quency, n2 is the nonlinear refractive index of media, I�t�
is an intensity profile of the pulse, and higher-order terms
are neglected. If pump and probe pulses have mutually
orthogonal polarization, then the probe beam experien-
ces 2∕3 of the nonlinear refractive index induced by
the pump pulse [18]. This relationship is related to the
cross-phase modulation phenomenon. The phase shift
experienced by probe pulse in the time domain is:

Δϕ�t� � −

2
3
· n2Ipump�t�Lω0∕c; (2)

where ω0 is the carrier frequency, L is the length of the
medium, Ipump�t�—intensity profile of pump pulse.

The pump-induced phase change model is illustrated in
Fig. 1, where the probe pulse is illustrated by the black
curve and the pump-induced phase distortion in the sam-
ple at different pump-probe delay times is depicted by a
red curve. The function describing the phase distortion is
broader, since it depends on the crossing angle between

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the OKE-induced GDD (not to
scale, pump peak intensity is a few orders of magnitude greater
than probe) for three pump–probe relative positions at nega-
tive, 0 fs, and positive time delays. Intensity profile of the probe
pulse (black curve) moves along the OKE phase distortion func-
tion (red line). At different delay times, the sign and magnitude
of the GDD (φ00

ω) changes.
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the beams and dispersion of the medium. Note that the
second derivative of the phase in the time domain (φ00

t )
has the opposite sign to that in the frequency domain
(φ00

ω) [19].
The electric field of the probe pulse at the exit of the

sample is:

E�t� � E0e
−t2∕2τ20;probe

× exp
�
iω0t − i�n0 � 2∕3 � n2Ipumpe

−t2∕τ20;pump�Lω0

c

�
;

(3)

where E0 �
�����
I0

p
is the amplitude of the field of the probe;

I0 is the intensity of the probe; τ0;probe; τ0;pump are the full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) duration of probe and
pump pulses, correspondingly; and Ipump is the intensity
magnitude of the pump pulse. We used the first two terms
of the Taylor expansion for the exponential function in
the phase, and Fourier-transformed it to the frequency
domain to obtain GDD for small phase distortions of less
than 1 radian:

ϕ00
ω ≈

2τ20;probe · ϕ2

1� 4ϕ2
2

; (4)

where ϕ2 � −2∕3 � n2IpumpLω0∕c is a maximum of non-
linear phase shift.
The pump–probe experimental setup is shown in

Fig. 2. The laser system comprises a Ti:sapphire oscilla-
tor (KMLabs), MIIPSBox640 pulse shaper (BioPhotonic
Solutions, Inc.), and a regenerative amplifier (Spectra-
Physics, Spitfire, 800 nm central wavelength, 1 kHz
rep. rate). Pulses are compressed to their transform-lim-
ited duration of 40 fs using the MIIPS technique [4–6,20].
The laser is split into two beams with orthogonal linear
polarizations, denoted in the schematics as “pump” and
“probe.” The probe beam is sent through a computer-
controlled delay line. After passing through a focusing
lens, the beams are overlapped at a 4° incidence angle
on a 1.8 mm thick fused quartz sample, placed a few cen-
timeters away from the lens focus. The intensity of the
pump beam on the sample is varied in a range of 0.3 ×
1012–1.7 × 1012 W∕cm2 by adjusting a variable neutral
density filter. The probe beam intensity is a few orders
of magnitude lower than that of the pump.

For RT-MIIPS calibration and measurements [12], the
probe beam, after transmitting through the sample, is re-
flected by a set of dielectric mirrors that introduce a
static spectral phase dominated by third-order dispersion
(TOD) of −150;000 fs3. The conditioned probe beam is
then focused on a second harmonic generation (SHG)
crystal and the SHG spectrum is recorded with a fiber-
coupled compact spectrometer (Ocean Optics HR4000).
There is no contribution into SHG from the stray pump
light because pump and probe have perpendicular polari-
zation. For the RT-MIIPS calibration process, we apply
the procedure using only the probe beam through the
sample. For pump–probe measurements, the pump beam
is unblocked and the SHG spectrum is acquired for each
pump–probe delay position.

For FTSI measurements, a Michelson interferometer is
used to make two replicas of the probe pulse with 1 ps
time separation. The pump pulse arrives at the sample
after the first reference probe replica so that the
pump-induced changes affect only the second replica.
These distortions lead to a phase change between the
two replicas. The spectral interferometry signal collected
by a spectrometer (Ocean Optics QE65000) bears these
changes. The GDD values for each pump–probe delay
position are extracted by Fourier transformation and
polynomial fitting of the retrieved phase.

RT-MIIPS measures the second derivative of spectral
phase directly. The raw experimental data is a 2D
spectrogram of SHG signal as a function of the pump–
probe delay [12]. For each single SHG spectrum from this
spectrogram, a maximum position is calculated. Through
one-to-one correspondence between SHG peak position
and second derivative of spectral phase, the GDD can be
extracted. The corresponding induced GDD values expe-
rienced by the probe pulse at each time delay value are
plotted as a function of delay time in Figs. 3(a)–3(c).

Experimental results in Fig. 3(a) show negative GDD
around zero delay time with the minimum value of
−139 fs2. There is a subsequent rise of GDD at about
100 fs delay time, with the maximum of �70 fs2. These
data were obtained with a pump peak intensity of
0.68 × 1012 W∕cm2. The accuracy of the GDD measure-
ments is within �20 fs2, as determined during the cali-
bration procedure using a calibrated pulse shaper [12].
The FTSI measurements [see the blue squares in
Fig. 3(a)] closely reproduce the RT-MIIPS results in
shape and magnitude. The FTSI curve was shifted verti-
cally by 10 fs2 during the data processing. The observed
nonzero GDD offset originates from the unbalanced
Michelson interferometer.

The theoretical curve showed in Fig. 3(a) (black solid
line) is a result of numerical simulation based on Fourier
transformation of Eq. (3). We assumed a Gaussian profile
for the pump-induced phase with FWHM of 148 fs. The
majority of the broadening is caused by the crossing an-
gle between the pulses. The asymmetric shape of the ex-
perimental GDD profile is caused by the optical response
of the media through SPM [21] and the nuclear response
[22]. To reach quantitative agreement between model
and experiment, we introduce a 1.85∕3 factor for the non-
linear phase shift. This value is reasonably close to the
theoretically expected value 2∕3 [18]. The mismatch be-
tween theoretical and experimental values is likely from

Fig. 2. Experimental setup for transient dispersion measure-
ments via RT-MIIPS and FTSI methods. The Michelson interfer-
ometer is used only for FTSI. HWP, half-wave plate; PBS,
polarizing beam splitter; VND, variable neutral density filter;
ND, neutral density filter; DM, dielectric mirrors.
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the cumulative uncertainty on the intensity measure-
ments, which depend on average power, pulse duration,
and beam size.
Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show the dependence of pump-

induced GDD with respect to peak intensity and initial
chirp value, correspondingly. From Fig. 3(b), it follows
that, as the intensity of the pump laser increases, the
GDD magnitude increases in both negative and positive
GDD regions. In the case of the red curve (squares)
the GDD has it minimum −232 fs2 and maximum
�502 fs2, values that are several times the corresponding
GDD of fused silica with the same 1.8 mm thickness
(65.16 fs2) [5].

The observed oscillations [Fig. 3(b), red squares] for
positive pump–probe delay times are similar to those re-
ported in fused silica when looking at Kerr gate signals
[22], which assign the oscillations to the nuclear contri-
bution (phonons) to the signal. Figure 3(c) shows the
dependence between induced GDD and initial chirp
value. The green dots in Fig. 3(c) indicate the time delays
where total GDD is zero, meaning that the induced GDD
cancels the chirp of the input probe pulse and, therefore,
compresses it to TL duration. Figure 3(c) has evidence of
the two-beam coupling process [23]. The energy transfer
between pump and probe [24] beams is proven by the
asymmetric shape of red (squares) and blue (triangles)
curves in Fig. 3(c). Changes in the overall width for
the different measurements shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(c),
are caused by changes in the crossing angle between
pump and probe pulses. Narrower widths require near
collinear geometry.

The measurements presented here are relevant to
pump–probe experiments carried out in fused silica
cuvettes; femtosecond laser sources involving supercon-
tinuum generation contained in hollow waveguides
[25,26]; ultrafast fiber lasers that combine high peak in-
tensity and long propagation length; and silicon-based
high-speed on-chip devices [27]. Finally, it has become
of interest to use enhancement cavities to create high
harmonic generation [9]. The efficiency of such cavities
depends on intracavity dispersion, which is managed
through the use of chirped mirrors and prisms. Although
a deformable mirror and a prism could be used to control
intracavity dispersion [28], one could consider using the
concept described here; taking advantage of the interac-
tion between two pulses in a nonlinear medium to con-
trol dispersion in an enhancement cavity.

In summary, the laser-induced GDD acquired by a
probe pulse in fused silica as a result of interaction with
an intense pump laser through changes in the refractive
index of media has been measured. We show that the
GDD can be tuned in the range of hundreds of fs2, both
negative and positive, by changing the time delay be-
tween pulses. The induced GDD magnitude and sign
depends not only on the intensity of the pump pulse but
also on the initial chirp. A numerical model, based on the
OKE, is used to provide a theoretical foundation for the
experimental results. Our findings could be used to de-
sign a pulse shaping method that exploits the nonlinear
interaction between strong and weak laser pulses inside
a Kerr medium, to control the temporal profile of the
weak pulse through cross-phase modulation. This type
of phase control could be important in enhancement
cavities used for producing higher harmonics or in a cav-
ity where the space appears to be a limiting factor, and
where other stretcher/compressor devices would not be
suitable to use.
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